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Abstract— The animat approach constitutes an intriguing
attempt to study and comprehend the behavior of adaptive,
learning entities in complex environments. Further inspired
by the notions of co-evolution and evolutionary “arms
races”, we have developed Symbiosis, a virtual ecosystem
that hosts two self-organizing, combating species – preys
and predators. All animats live and evolve in this shared
environment, they are self-maintaining and engage in a series
of vital activities – nutrition, growth, communication – with
the ultimate goals of survival and reproduction. The main
objective of Symbiosis is to study the behavior of ecosystem
members, especially in terms of the emergent learning
mechanisms and the effect of co-evolution on the evolved
behavioral strategies. In this direction, several indicators
are used to assess individual behavior, with the overall
effectiveness metric depending strongly on the animats net
energy gain and reproduction rate. Several experiments
have been conducted with the developed simulator under
various environmental conditions. Overall experimental
results support our original hypothesis that co-evolution is
a driving factor in the animat learning procedure.

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the last decades, multi-agent systems (MAS) have
received increasing attention in the artificial intelligence
community [1]. Research efforts in the area focus, amongst
others, on the investigation of autonomous and rational
behavior of agents (software programs or robots), as well
as their interaction and coordination, in fields such as
robotics [2], information retrieval and management [3], and
simulation [4], [5], [6].
In these domains intelligence constitutes a vital part of agent
behavior, since it implies a certain degree of autonomy. In
other words, it is of paramount importance for agents to be
provided with the ability to make independent decisions.
Nevertheless, in most dynamic domains, it is impossible
for the designer to predefine all potential situations an
agent may encounter and, therefore, the agent needs to be
equipped with the ability to learn from and adapt to its
environment.

Exactly in this direction, animats – artificial animals –
and the animat approach constitute an intriguing attempt to
study and comprehend the behavior of adaptive, learning
entities in complex and probably hostile environments [7].
Using concepts borrowed from evolutionary Biology, the
animat approach models animals as autonomous agents
interacting with their environment and capable of learning
multiple disjunctive concepts through experience [8]. In this
context, environmental aspects are strongly coupled with an
effective learning mechanism, while societal structures and
their impact on animat evolution also constitute an important
model factor.
On the other hand, co-evolution (i.e. the parallel evolution of
multiple combating species with coupled fitness) introduces
several interesting features that may potentially enhance the
adaptation power of artificial evolution [9] or other types
of bio-inspired learning systems. In particular, competing
populations may increase their levels of complexity and
effectiveness through their mutual interaction, which
escalates to an evolutionary “arms race”.
In direct analogy with the theory of co-evolution in
ecology, evolutionary computation defines co-evolution as
iterated adaptation involving “arms-races”, either between
learning species [10] or between a learner and its learning
environment [11]. Early examples of co-evolutionary
learning include the pioneering work by Hillis on sorting
networks [12], by Tesauro on a self-playing Backgammon
learner [13], by Angeline and Pollack on co-evolving Tictac-toe players [14]. In the adaptive behavior community,
there are also numerous efforts focusing on co-ecolution in
predator/prey games [15].
Advancing one step further on the way co-evolution and
evolutionary arms races affect predator/prey systems, we
have developed Symbiosis, a virtual ecosystem that hosts
two self-organizing, combating species: preys, which are
herbivorous, and predators, which are carnivorous and
consume preys. All animats live and evolve in this shared
environment, they are self-maintaining and engage in a
series of vital activities, with the ultimate goals of survival
and reproduction.
Following the animat approach, our strategy has a “problem

side” (harder environments, increased efficiency) and a
“solution side” (learning mechanism, adaptation) [16]. Most
of the research on animat-like systems tends to emphasize the
solution side: a certain experimental environment is selected
and focus remains on testing and refining a particular
architecture in that environment. The problem, in this case,
is that results provide insufficient insight into the properties
of the problem solved and the solution’s efficiency. Thus,
focusing more on the problem side, our main objective
in this paper is the study of animat learning and evolved
effectiveness under various scenarios of environmental
conditions and co-evolution. In this direction, several
indicators have been employed to assess individual behavior.
The overall effectiveness metric depends strongly on the
animats net energy gain and, therefore, its reproduction
rate. Under the prism of co-evolution, we argue that the
two species’ effectiveness metrics are implicitly coupled
and interdependent, since an animat’s effectiveness reflects
how well this individual performs against the opponent
population.
In order to mainly focus on the key aspects of adversarial coexistence and learning, inter- and intra-species interactions
have been seriously taken into account. The realization of
Symbiosis as a multi-agent system (MAS), and specifically
as two separate agent communities, ensures heterogeneity,
while simultaneously allowing for the formation and study
of collective behavioral patterns. It is worth noting that,
despite the absence of an explicit communication protocol,
all animats implicitly communicate with each other through
their shared environment, as they live and cope with the
environmental changes imposed by other animats decisions.
These decisions are determined by an agent learning
mechanism modeled using classifier systems and genetic
algorithms [17].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section
II describes the implemented system, specifying the
characteristics of the structural elements of Symbiosis.
Section III provides two series of experiments conducted by
the use of Symbiosis, in order to investigate: (i) the effect of
the genetic rule creation mechanism on agent performance,
and (ii) the robustness of the learning mechanism, provided a
“taxonomy” of environments. Finally, Section IV concludes
this work and proposes some thoughts on future research
directions.

II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
Environment model
The environment space of the agents in Symbiosis is a
two-dimensional (xxy) grid, where each cell represents a
site of the environment and can be referenced through its
coordinates. The environment contains food, traps, obstacles
and agents (preys or predators), while the remainder of the
space is covered by vacant cells. It should also be pointed
out that no movement is allowed beyond the grid borders,

i.e. the grid is surrounded by obstacles on all sides. Fig. 1
illustrates an example of a 10x10 environment, along with
the color conventions and numerical values associated with
each cell type.
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Fig. 1.

Sample environment in Symbiosis

Environment initialization may be done automatically or by
the user. In the latter case, the percentage of each type
of objects in the grid must be specified through the user
interface. Symbiosis then generates an ecosystem with the
specified analogy of objects scattered on the grid, following
a normal distribution, where agents are randomly dispatched
in vacant cells.
Agent model
The agent model in Symbiosis incorporates essential features
of a living organism in a diverse and uncertain environment.
More specifically, in order to achieve their goals, agents
have to adapt to their environment’s initially unknown
and changing conditions, maintain a positive energy flow
and produce offspring throughout their lifetime. The
adaptation procedure of Symbiosis agents involves a learning
mechanism based on personal experience, as well as credit
received through interaction with the environment.
An agent’s action cycle in each time step involves:
(i)
looking around and forming the current vision vector,
(ii)
deciding on the next target position,
(iii) moving to the target position on the grid,
(iv) consuming food/prey (if any in the current position),
(v)
updating the rule-base (the agent’s internal representation of the environment) based on the outcome
of the last move
(vi) reproducing if certain conditions are met.
In the following sections we briefly discuss each of these
steps, with the exception of the decision making procedure
(step (ii)). We will further elaborate on this in section II-C.
Agent Sight—Instead of using the von Neumann [5] or the
Moore neighborhood [8], Symbiosis agents are able to sense
(see) an nxn area of the environment. For this extended

Moore neighborhood, a vision vector of nx(n − 1) values is
constructed by taking, in a row-major fashion, the contents
of the cells around the agents position. Fig. 2 illustrates a
5x5 vision field and the corresponding vision vector. The
agents position is not included in the vision vector.
Vision Field (5x5)
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one offspring is born each time and it inherits its parents
perception of the environment (in direct analogy with evolved
traits being passed on from parent to offspring in nature).
The newly born agent appears in a neighboring position in
the grid, while its birth results in the reduction of the parent’s
energy by one half.

Agent vision field (5x5)

In order to introduce the notion of uncertainty into Symbiosis,
another kind of object has been added to the environment.
This object may look like food (or prey in the case of
predators), while it actually is a trap, with a given probability
p (user-specified). Moreover, a prey may not recognize a
predator and perceive the corresponding cell as empty, with
the same probability p. By tuning the probability parameter
p, the user can define more or less reliable environments,
where the agent learns to trust its senses in various degrees.
Agent Decision Making—Agents can move towards any cell
within their vision field, as long as this cell is not occupied by
another agent or any obstacle. The agent decides on a target
cell based on a set of classifiers implementing its movement
rules. The movement decision involves checking the current
vision vector against the set of classifiers, finding the optimal
match and moving towards the proposed cell (Fig. 3).

One of the core features of Symbiosis is the ability of its
members to self-organize and augment their intelligence.
Agents in Symbiosis have an ongoing interaction with the
dynamic environment, wherein they are forced to make
decisions continuously. Moreover, they must interleave action
selection and learning from outcomes, in an environment that
provides them with both immediate and long-term feedback
on their actions. Therefore, their learning mechanism must
be properly formulated so as to allow for real-time decision
evaluation and corresponding revision of the underlying
knowledge model.
The learning mechanism we have implemented comprises
three parts: (i) a set of classifiers, implementing the agent
knowledge model, (ii) a classifier evaluation mechanism,
allowing for real-time decision evaluation, and (iii) a rule
creation mechanism, comprising a random and a genetic
process of rule creation.
Classifier System—The classifier system implements the
agent’s knowledge model of the environment. Each classifier
consists of two parts, the detectors and the effectors, and can
be represented as in Eq. (1):
If < detector > then < effector >

(1)

This type of classifier can be directly mapped to the structure
of an agent message:

Matching Classifier
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Agent decision making based on classifiers (movement rules)

< ClassifierRule >::=< condition >:< movement > (2)
where the <condition> clause is a stream of 0s, 1s and
wildcards (#), while the <movement> clause is a stream of
0s and 1s. Every time an agent moves to a new position
within its vision field, a new vision vector is generated.
This vector is transformed into a bit stream (Fig. 4), which
facilitates comparison to the detectors of the classifier set.
Vision Vector
0 2 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 1 0 1

Agent Movement—The route that the agent will follow
towards its destination is cost dependent. The shortest path
is selected among all alternatives, based on the A∗ (A-star)
algorithm [18]. This, of course, presupposes maintaining a
graph representation of the environment, where obstacles,
agents and recognized unsafe cells (traps or predators for
preys) are unreachable nodes.
Agent Reproduction—An agent may reproduce, if its energy
balance is equal or greater than z energy units (eu). Only

Vision Bit Stream
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Transforming the vision vector into a bit stream

In case the detector part of a classifier stored in the
agent’s knowledge base matches the vision bit stream, the
corresponding effector is activated and the agent moves
towards the proposed cell. However, it is quite probable
to have more than one classifiers matching the incoming

vision bit stream. This problem is addressed by the classifier
evaluation mechanism.

members, and how changes in the behavior of the agents
affect their environment.

Classifier Evaluation mechanism—A slightly modified version of the bucket brigade algorithm [17] is employed for
evaluating classifiers. In case there are multiple matches, a
bidding process between the candidate classifiers is initiated.
Bidding is based on the strength of each classifier rule, a
quantity that represents the success rate of a classifier with
respect to its prior decisions (i.e. when a classifier rule sends
an agent to a food cell, then its strength is increased and vice
versa). The bid that a classifier C participating in an auction
is going to place at time t, is given by:

Environmental indicators—Environmental indicators include
resource availability, environmental variety and environmental reliability and are defined according to the following
equations:
• Resource availability depends (i) on the total amount
of resources (food or preys) available and (ii) on their
distribution pattern. Thus, it is defined as the ratio of
the total resouces r available in the environment to the
total harvesting distance dr :

r
(6)
a= 
dr

bidC (t) = Cbid · strengthC (t)

(3)

where Cbid is a constant value that determines the strength
percentage each classifier is willing to place in the bid. The
classifier that places the higher bid is announced winner of
the auction and it is activated. The strength for C is now (at
time t+1):
strengthC (t+1) = strengthC (t) + energyC (t+1)
−energyC (t) − bidC (t) − taxC (t)

(4)

where energyC (t+1) is the current energy of the agent (after
having followed the route to the indicated cell and having
consumed the food there, or having fallen into the trap),
energyC (t) is the energy of the agent on time t, and taxC (t)
a value for participating in the auction (all participating
classifiers pay the tax). Finally, C rewards the classifier C 
which was the previous activated rule (at time t–1) and led
to the activation of C. The new strength value of C  is now:
strengthC  (t+1) = strengthC  (t)
+bidC (t) − taxC (t)

•

(5)

In this way, the classifier set is constantly evaluated and the
best performing rules gain strength.
Rule creation mechanism—If no classifier detector matches
the current vision vector, then a new classifier is constructed,
with the vision bit stream as a detector, and a random effector.
Moreover, in order to increase the variety of the knowledge
base, a genetic algorithm mechanism is employed, which
generates new classifiers by applying selection, crossover and
mutation operators on the best-performing classifiers already
residing in the rule set. The products of the genetic rule
creation mechanism replace the weakest (in terms of strength)
classifiers, therefore providing a notion of “rejuvenation” of
the agent’s mentality. The invocation interval of this process
is user-defined.
Assessment Indicators
One of the primary objectives of the developed system
is to study agent learning and their evolved effectiveness
under various scenarios of environmental conditions and
with respect to co-evolution. Thus, a series of environmental
and agent assessment indicators are defined, in order to
better comprehend how changes in the ecosystem affect its

•

The denominator of Eq. (6) is calculated as the sum of
steps needed in order to collect all resources, starting
from a random position and moving always to the
nearest resource cell.
Environmental variety v of an ecosystem is defined as
the ratio of the distinct vision vectors vv that may exist
to the occupied cells of the grid oc (cells that contain
either resources, traps or obstacles):

vv
(7)
v= 
oc
Environmental reliability r is defined as:
r =1−p

(8)

where p is the vision error probability, i.e. the
probability that an agent will misinterpret the vision
vector.
Agent performance indicators—Agent performance indicators include energy, effectiveness, age, resource consumption
rate, trap collision rate, unknown situation encounter rate
and reproduction rate. They are defined according to the
following equations:
• Energy en is they key feature of an agent: at birth, agents
have an initial energy level, which fluctuates depending
on their actions (eating increases energy, falling in traps
and colliding with obstacles reduces it, moving burns it,
etc.). When an agent runs out of energy, it dies.
• An integer agi defines the age of agent i, measured in
ecosystem epochs. It should be denoted that the energy
loss rate increases, when the organism “ages” i.e. it
exceeds a pre-specified number of epochs.
• The resource consumption rate indicator rcr is defined
as:

rencounter
(9)
rcr =
s
where the numerator represents the number of resource
cells the agent hits, while the denominator represents
the moves that the agent has performed.
• Trap collision rate is defined as:

tcollision
(10)
tcr =
s

•

•

•


where
tcollision is the number of traps the agent has
collided with.
The unknown situation rate usr is defined as:

unknownSituation
(11)
usr =
s

where
unknownSituation is the number of total
unknown situations (no classifier matches the vision
vector) that the agent has encountered.
The agent reproduction rate is defined as:

reproduction
(12)
rr =
s

where
reproduction is the number of offspring the
agent has given.
Effectiveness e is defined as:
eur − elr
(13)
ear
where eur is the energy uptake rate, elr the energy loss
rate and ear the energy availability rate, which are given
respectively by Eq. (14), (15) and (16) :
e=1+

eur = rcr · ResourceCost
elr = tcr · T rapCost + M otionLossRate
+BirthLossRate + LossByP redatorsRate
ear = a · speedOf M otion
•

(14)

Results presented hereafter focus on the prey population
and are structured in two series of experiments (see Table
I for parameters). Experiment Series A concerns the effect of
the genetic rule creation mechanism on agent performance,
while Series B investigates the robustness of the learning
mechanism, provided a “taxonomy” of environments. In both
series of experiments, results are comparatively presented
between two cases: (i) both species employing the learning
mechanism prestated, and (ii) learning preys versus predators
employing a simple “prey-hunting” strategy.
TABLE I
E XPERIMENT PARAMETERS ( BOTH S ERIES A AND B)
Parameter
Grid dimensions
Initial prey population
Initial predator population
Initial prey energy
Initial predator energy
Ageing steps
Food refresh epochs (unless otherwise stated)
Food cost
Prey cost
Trap cost
Classifier set size
GA Crossover rate
GA Mutation rate

Value
50x50
80
8
500
800
2000
10
10
20
−10
3000
0.7
0.01

(15)
Varying the genetic rule creation mechanism
(16)

Finally, net effectiveness (eN ET ) focuses on preys’
effectiveness, only in terms of resource exploitation,
trap avoidance etc., excluding their performance in the
task of evading from predators. Thus, it is defined as
in Eq. (13), with the difference that the energy loss by
predators is not taken into account when calculating
the energy loss rate (see Eq. (15)).

III. E XPERIMENTS A ND R ESULTS
Several experiments have been conducted with the developed
simulator, in order to explore the nature and extent of the
effects of co-evolution pressure. Our experimental approach
involves the following process: the two animat populations
(with their conflicting needs) and their learning mechanisms
(that aim to satisfy these needs), are tested against (i)
differentiation of the learning capabilities of one of the
two species, (ii) variation of the invocation frequency of
the genetic rule creation mechanism and (iii) variation
of the environmental conditions (resource availability,
environmental variety, environmental reliability, food refresh
rate). In all cases, our primary goal is to test the robustness
of the learning mechanism and investigate whether (and
to what extent) co-evolution of the two species affects the
learning process. In all cases, agent performance metrics are
used as indicators of the success (or failure) of the agent
learning mechanism.

Four experiments were conducted to study the effect of
the genetic rule creation mechanism on agent performance.
Given a certain environment with resource availability a =
0.3368, environmental variety v = 2.3334 and environmental
reliability r = 0.95, different genetic algorithm invocation
steps (values 100, 200, 500 and 50 – experiments A1 through
A4 respectively) were applied. In all cases, co-evolution of
the two species resulted in an increase of the agent performance indicators. Indicatively, for GA rate = 100 (which
proved to be the optimal value), preys’ mean effectiveness
improved by 14.8% and mean net effectiveness by 11.9%,
when both species co-evolved using the learning mechanism.
Figure 5 illustrates the preys’ (denoised) mean net effectiveness throughout experiment ExpA1a (both species learning)
with respect to ExpA1b (“naive” predators).
Varying the environmental parameters
Following the animat approach and focusing mainly
on the problem side, we have defined a “taxonomy”
of environments (Table II), according to their resource
availability (a), environmental variety (v), environmental
reliability (r) and food refresh rate. Then, keeping the
GA rate to 100 (optimal value – experiment Series A),
we have conducted numerous experiments in each of
these environments, trying to investigate the effect of
co-evolution on preys’ effectiveness. For all environment
configurations, we observed a remarkable improvement
of preys’ performance indicators when both species were
learning. It is worth noting, that the maximum improvement
(16.42%) of mean effectiveness was achieved in ExpB7 ,

TABLE II
E XPERIMENT S ERIES B: E NVIRONMENT TAXONOMY

Resource Availability
Environmental Variety
Environmental Reliability
Food Refresh Rate

Experiment Series B: Environment Taxonomy
ExpB2
ExpB3
ExpB4
ExpB5
ExpB6
H−0.44
H−0.44
H−0.44
L−0.32
L−0.32
H−2.22
L−1.20
L−1.20
H−3.66
H−3.66
L−0.60
H−0.99
L−0.60
H−0.99
L−0.60
10
10
10
10
10

ExpB1
H−0.44
H−2.22
H−0.99
10

Preys’ NET Effectiveness (denoised)

5

ExpB7
L−0.31
L−1.82
H−0.99
10

ExpB8
L−0.31
L−1.82
L−0.60
10

ExpB9
H−0.44
H−2.22
H−0.99
20

ExpB10
L−0.31
L−1.82
H−0.99
5
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a “difficult” environment in terms of resource availability.
Moreover, a 20.7% increase in mean net effectiveness
was achieved in ExpB1 , despite its high environmental
variety. Finally, in cases of low environmental reliability,
such as ExpB4 and ExpB6 , we observed increased resource
exploitation (+9.2% mean food encounter rate) and greater
population density (+23.1% mean population) respectively.

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a systematic approach
to studying and comprehending the behavior of adaptive,
learning entities in complex environments. Following the
animat approach and incorporating the notions of coevolution and evolutionary “arms races”, we have developed
Symbiosis, a virtual ecosystem that hosts two self-organizing,
combating species – preys and predators. Software agent
technology has been adopted in order to model and
implement the autonomous nature of the participant entities,
while a learning mechanism modeled using classifier
systems and genetic algorithms has been incorporated into
them. Current work includes an experimental evaluation of
the effect of co-evolution on animat behavioral strategies
and performance. Experiments indicate that co-evolution is
indeed a driving factor in the animat learning procedure,
regardless of the learning mechanism parameters or the
complexity of the environment. Further work that will
enhance the scope of the system, includes a more in depth
study of predator behavior, as well as the efficiency of our
learning mechanism in scenarios of explicit cooperation.
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